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Coastal Ecology With An Environmental Research Center (Marine Biology) 
Headed by top investigators in marine biology, environmental science, and ecology, this research             
operation’s aim is to restore the presence of a vital but disappearing seaweed in local reefs where it                  
once flourished. They transplant this seaweed from extant populations to the north and south of               
Sydney, back onto Sydney reefs with suitable control treatments, where the seaweed has thrived,              
and the population has grown. By restoring seaweed populations, they have the potential to enhance               
coastal biodiversity, improving the ecological and economical value of marine environments around            
Sydney.  
Internship tasks may include: 
-Learning to identify local fish species 
-Conduct video analysis independently (training and equipment provided) to collect data on            
seaweed-associated fish communities in habitat restoration sites vs non-restored sites (computer           
work) 
-Looking after aquaria and trial breeding of seaweed recruits in the lab and refine technique for                
experimental work (lab work) 
-Assisting researchers during fieldwork transplanting seaweed for habitat restoration (fieldwork, may           
include being on shore/boat/snorkel if intern has snorkel skills) 
-Identifying seaweeds using image analysis software and conducting basic statistical analysis under            
the guidance of the mentor 

Exercise Science and Athletic Training at a Sports Venue and Training Facility (Sports             
Business) 
This organization is responsible for managing two of Australia’s most celebrated sports venues.             
Together, these two stadiums provide a home for touring concerts, rugby union, rugby league,              
football, AFL, cricket, with several major sporting events and clubs based at a nearby park. 
Intern tasks may include: 
-Shadowing personal trainers in the gym, helping with their clients 
-Observing trainings for various sporting groups, including the Sydney Swans, the Roosters and the              
Cricket. 
-Assisting with the administration, planning, and execution of events (including but not limited to              
summer school holiday programs) 
-Staffing and assisting exercise classes 
-Spending time shadowing and working with the physiotherapists 

Internationally Recognized Fashion Company (Fashion Business) 
This established Australian fashion company has multiple retail stores focused on a mid-priced             
market. The selected intern(s) will get an excellent overview to many aspects of fashion business,               
retail, publicity and general operations. Students will work with their in-house staff on marketing, PR,               
as well as help plan for new seasonal launches. They will contribute to website content. 
Intern tasks may include: 
-Support the team and day to day tasks 
-Help with social media management, PR requests 
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-Assisting with the build of emails and our longer term email project 
-Support on photo shoots, and other team admin 
-Conduct marketing and competitor analysis research regularly. Ad hoc help on photo shoots 

Event Management with Sydney Beach Suburb (Event Planning & Management) 
This events management internship opportunity is with a municipally funded organization that is             
charged with the promotion and production of community events in a suburb of Sydney. This beach                
town is a tourist destination and a short ferry commute from Sydney's Central Business District. The                
company is focused on four core areas: retail leasing, destination marketing and promotions, event              
staging and on-site management. In addition, they also produce music and entertainment activities             
that promote and support the local retail and business community. Internship tasks can vary greatly               
and interns are expected to execute a high level of strategic planning by taking an individual project                 
from start to finish. Ideal event management interns will have a background in events and business.                
This internship requires great presentation skills, very good Excel skills, high energy, and good              
organizational abilities.  

Internship in Dynamic Architecture Firm (Architecture) 
This architecture firm is a progressive architectural organization that offers internships in both building              
design and construction projects. The firm's focus has a strong environmental element for             
small/medium size residential buildings and commercial projects. The role will consist of a broad              
range of tasks and responsibilities, allowing exposure to the architectural process as well as some               
involvement with construction management process. Specific tasks may include general and contract            
administration, research, client consultant and supplier liaison, and design, documentation, drafting,           
and following up on general inquiries. 

Human Resources for Boutique Hotel Chain (Human Resources) 
The headquarters for an eclectic collection of unique high end boutique hotels is seeking an intern                
interested in Human Resources. This company is defined by centralized management with a             
commitment to customer service in prime locations around Australia and abroad. The intern will              
shadow the Director of HR with interviewing, payroll, drafting of policies and procedures, and              
processing of benefits. Interns will gain experience in hiring, training and ongoing HR issues in a                
multi-location organization. 

Social Media Marketing with a Leading B2B Marketing Firm (Marketing) 
This company is a small new media and marketing company based in central Sydney. Their goal is to                  
be the leading B2B marketing company for major corporations and to build long term relationships               
and become the outsourced marketing department for clients who want to be the market leaders in                
their niche. The company is focused on social media marketing including web development, SEO,              
online marketing strategy, and copywriting for strategic online content development. Internship tasks            
may include: 
- Assisting in the development and implementation of social media marketing strategies 
- Preparing content, proofreading posts, and managing various social media platforms 
- Moderating LinkedIn endorsements, messaging, and connection requests 
- Analyzing digital marketing data 
- Attending client meetings and learning about the digital marketing industry 
- Other projects to be determined depending on the intern's skills and what the company needs at that                  
time 
 
Customer Research and Analytics (Business) 
This company is a successful software services business that delivers to a diverse range of industry                
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and government customers. With offices in around Australia, and with business and technology             
partnerships, their business thrives on providing clients with innovative solutions, and delivering            
quality products and services. 
Intern tasks may include: 
-Creating a database with information on each registry in various states and countries 
-Collecting attributes about the state as well as pricing for various applications and certificates 
-Modeling the business e.g., number of applications each year based on population and growth and               
the pricing 
-Determining how they accept applications and their level of automation 
-Comparing these states to determine the most and least efficient 
-Taking metrics from Australia’s use of the service and applying that to each state to calculate                
potential savings 
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